1. Introduction
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The objective of this study is to examine the performance of the Modern Era 
33
In the polar regions the energy budget and its variability are frequently used as a diagnostic for 34 understanding rapidly changing conditions including glacial mass balance and perennial sea ice 35 reduction (e.g., Porter et al., 2010) . As noted in Cullather and Bosilovich (2010) , numerical 36 reanalyses are widely used in polar research for evaluating polar processes, as boundary 37 conditions for limited area atmosphere and ocean-sea ice models, and as a first-order validation 38 for climate models. However reanalyses inevitably contain inaccuracies resulting from 39 limitations in the observing system, inconsistencies between differing observations, and 40 incomplete knowledge of the physical processes that are represented in the assimilating weather 41 forecast model. In particular, surface albedo characteristics over polar oceans and high latitude 42 cloud properties are both associated with important but complex energy feedback mechanisms 43 that have historically been poorly simulated (Randall et al., 1998 ). An initial evaluation of the 44 high latitude energy budget in a reanalysis record is therefore a constructive activity.
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Some questions of interest pertaining to this study are as follows. Bloom et al., 1996) . In this method, a tendency is computed from the difference between 58 an initial 6-hourly analysis field and the background forecast model state. The forecast model is 59 then run a second time over the six-hour interval using this tendency as an additional forcing 60 term. The resulting MERRA product is then composed of dynamically-consistent one-hourly 61 fields that are incrementally corrected to observation every six hours. Thus atmospheric budgets-62 as they are constructed in the GEOS-5 AGCM-and their analysis increments are maintained 63 within M ERRA to the accuracy limited by round-off and data compression errors.
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Following a form similar to Trenberth (1997) CP TI + ^s + k) dp , Table 2 The remainder of equation (1) is given as follows. 
